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Underlying Assumptions

❖ People can be understood in terms of their 

problems

❖ Problems can be solved



Another Assumption

❖We are finite, limited beings



Languages of Psychology 

and Religion

❖ Empiricism

❖ Individualism

❖ Skepticism

❖ Autonomy

❖ Pragmatism

❖ Problems

• Faith

• Gratitude

• Humility

• Surrender

• Transformation

• Forbearance



“Talk some sense into her”



“I don’t want to feel pain.”



A Case of Intractable Depression



The Importance of Discernment



Experiential Avoidance Magnifies the 

Effects of Spiritual Struggles

(Oemig et al., 2016)



Grudge Collecting



The Therapist as Solomon





The Advantages of Anger

❖Anger sends a strong message

❖Anger can energize and mobilize

❖Anger can be protective

❖Anger and revenge can feel good



The Joys of Revenge

❖ “If I could bring the m*!#*r back to life, I’d kill 

him again” (gangster following murder of someone 

who had insulted him).



The Costs of Bitterness

❖ Poorer physical health

❖Resentment becomes a habit

❖Life out of control

❖ Scapegoating

❖Violence

❖Alcohol and drug abuse

❖ Interferes with establishing new relationships



The Benefits of Forgiveness

❖ More positive mood

❖ Less depression

❖ Less anxiety

❖ Fewer symptoms of PTSD

❖ Greater self-esteem

❖ Greater life satisfaction

❖ Better health self-care

❖ Less drug abuse or dependence



Prelude to Forgiveness

❖Look for contraindications for forgiveness

❖When wounds are too fresh or severe

❖When insult and injury continues

❖When offender fails to take responsibility?



When Forgiveness is Appropriate

❖ Chronic anger and resentment

❖ Focus on the past

❖ Rifts and cutoffs in relationships

❖ Family conflicts

❖ Post-divorce and parenting conflicts

❖ Addictive disorders

❖ Depression

❖ Eating disorders

❖ Psychosomatic disorders 



Prelude to Forgiveness

❖ Look for contraindications for forgiveness

❖Distinguish what forgiveness is and is not

❖Forgiveness is not forgetting

❖Forgiveness is not condoning

❖Forgiveness is not legal pardon

❖Forgiveness is not reconciliation



A Minimal Definition of Forgiveness

“Forgiveness is a process in which a person 

overcomes negative affect (hostility), negative 

cognitions (thoughts of revenge), and negative 

behaviors (aggression) in response to an 

offender’s considerable injustice.” 



An Ambitious Definition of Forgiveness

“Forgiveness is the emotional juxtaposition of 

positive emotions (such as empathy, sympathy, 

compassion, love) against (l) the hot emotions 

of anger or fear that follow a perceived hurt or 

offense or (2) the unforgiveness that follows 

ruminating about the transgression” 

(Worthington, 2003).



Prelude to Forgiveness

❖ Look for contraindications for forgiveness

❖ Distinguish what forgiveness is and is not

❖Determine whether individual is ready to forgive

❖Address feelings of guilt and shame

❖Discuss advantages and disadvantages of forgiveness 

and unforgiveness

❖Forgiveness is a personal choice



Steps in the Process of Forgiveness:

REACH

❖R - Recall the hurt
❖Relax

❖Picture what happened 

❖Experience the feelings in a controlled way



Steps in the Process of Forgiveness:

REACH

❖R - Recall the hurt

❖E – Empathize with the offender



Levels of Empathy

❖Understanding the offender’s point of view

❖ Identifying emotionally with the offender

❖ Feeling compassion for the offender



Empathy-Boosters

❖Consider non-blaming explanations

❖Write a letter of apology in the role of the offender

❖Listen to the stories of transgressors



Steps in the Process of Forgiveness:

REACH

❖R - Recall the hurt

❖E – Empathize with the offender

❖A – Altruistic gift of forgiveness



Two Keys to Giving 

the Altruistic Gift

❖Humility

❖Gratitude



Steps in the Process of Forgiveness:  

REACH

❖R - Recall the hurt

❖E – Empathize with the offender

❖A – Altruistic gift of forgiveness

❖C – Commit publicly to forgive





Steps in the Process of Forgiveness:

REACH

❖R - Recall the hurt

❖E – Empathize with the offender

❖A – Altruistic gift of forgiveness

❖C – Commit publicly to forgive

❖H – Hold on to forgiveness



How to Hold on to Forgiveness

❖Remind self of forgiveness

❖ Seek reassurance from a partner or friend

❖Repeat the steps of forgiveness





Hitting Below the Belt



A Key Question

“Why are you still together?”



Love Intervention

❖Define Love

❖Love is not primarily a feeling

❖Love is an action

❖Love is about giving your partner what he/she wants and 

needs rather  than what you want to give them.



Love Intervention

❖ Define Love

❖Homework:  Make a “Most Wanted” List

❖Wants must be concrete

❖Wants must be stated positively

❖Do no not share “most  wanted list” with partner



Love Intervention

❖ Define Love

❖ Homework:  Make a “Most Wanted” List

❖ Share Wants with Each Other in Therapy

❖Share one want at a time

❖One person  speaks and one person listens

❖Speaker shares one want, listener listens and reflects

❖No fighting allowed!



Love Intervention

❖ Define Love

❖ Homework:  Make a “Most Wanted” List

❖ Share Wants with Each Other in Therapy

❖Acts of Love

❖Choosing to give what  partner wants and needs, even if  

it’s hard to do



Conclusions

❖ We are psychological, social, physical, and spiritual 

beings

❖ We are both  strong and masterful and frail, finite, and 

limited

❖ Treatments that neglect our multi-dimensionality are 

incomplete

❖ Acceptance, forgiveness, and love have a vital  place in 

treatment

❖ Spiritually integrated therapy can help ameliorate 

suffering and foster wholeness


